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Abstract. We have proposed a new protocol for the multi-threaded
processes with choice written in π-calculus[1,2]. This protocol frees the
multi-threaded processes from deadlock. It has been defined as transition
rules. We have shown why the protocol avoids the deadlock in the multi-
threaded processes.

1 Introduction

We propose a new protocol for multi-threaded processes with choice written in
π-calculus. π-calculus is a process calculus which can describe a channel-based
communication among distributed agents. Agents communicate with each other
in π-calculus according to the following rules:

1. A message is successfully delivered when two processes attempt an output
and an input at the same time.

2. Agents are allowed to attempt outputs and inputs at multiple channels si-
multaneously, with only one actually succeeding.

This process of communication has been identified as a promising concurrency
primitive[3,4,5,6,7].

In π-calculus agents have a property to choose one process from concurrent
processes. In order to choose one process, agents get a mutex-lock and execute
the process. The other processes are blocked by the lock and will be stopped,
if the process will be successfully executed. This chosen process may be easily
executed, if agents execute concurrent processes only by itself. However, these
processes are executed by the communication among agents. The mutex-lock is
very complex to avoid deadlock. Hence, we adjust the situations in the communi-
cation and define the protocol to avoid deadlock[7,8,9,10,11,12]. In the protocol,
we appropriate each process in π-calculus to the thread.

2 π-Calculus

π-calculus is a process calculus which is able to describe dynamically changing
networks of concurrent processes. π-calculus contains just two kinds of enti-
ties: process and channels. Processes, sometimes called agents, are the active
components of a system. The syntax of defining a process is as follows:
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P ::= xy.P /* Output */
| x(z).P /* Input */
| P | Q /* Parallel composition */
| (νx)P /* Restriction */
| P + Q /* Summation */
| 0 /* Nil */
| !P /* Replication */
| [x = y]P /* Matching */

Processes interact by synchronous rendezvous on channels, (also called names
or ports). When two processes synchronize, they exchange a single value, which
is itself a channel.

The output process xy.P1 sends a value y along a channel named x and
then, after the output has completed, continues to be as a new process P1.
Conversely, the input process x(z).P2 waits until a value is received along a
channel named x, substitutes it for the bound variable z, and continues to be as a
new process P2{y/z} where, y/z means to substitute the variable z in P2 with the
received value y. The parallel composition of the above two processes, denoted
as xy.P1 | x(z).P2, may thus synchronize on x, and reduce to P1 | P2{y/z}.

Fresh channels are introduced by restriction operator ν. The expression
(νx)P creates a fresh channel x with scope P . For example, expression
(νx)(xy.P1 | x(z).P2) localizes the channel x, it means that no other process
can interfere with the communication between xy.P1 and x(z).P2 through the
channel x.

The expression P1 +P2 denotes an external choice between P1 and P2: either
P1 is allowed to proceed and P2 is discarded, or converse case. Here, external
choice means that which process is chosen is determined by some external in-
put. For example, the process xy.P1 | (x(z).P2 + x(w).P3) can reduce to either
P1 | P2{y/z} or P1 | P3{y/w}. The null process is denoted by 0. If output process
(or input process) is xy.0 (or x(z).0), we abbreviate it to xy (or x(z)).

Infinite behavior is allowed in π-calculus. It is denoted by the replication
operator !P , which informally means an arbitrary number of copies of P run-
ning in parallel. This operator is similar to the equivalent mechanism, but more
complex, of mutually-recursive process definitions.

π-calculus includes also a matching operator [x = y]P , which allows P to
proceed if x and y are the same channel.

→.

3 The Protocol for Multi-threaded Processes with Choice

In this section, we propose a protocol for multi-threaded processes with choice.
The processes concurrently communicate each other. First, we introduce basic
concepts concerning the communication.
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3.1 Basic Concepts

Agent: Agents are units of
concurrent execution of
our concurrent and dis-
tributed system. Agents
are implemented as
threads. If agents meet
the choice process, they
make new threads for
each process in choice
process.

Fig. 1. Relationship

Communication Manager: Communication Managers(CMs) manage com-
munication requests on channels from agents. They make possible for agents
to communicate with one another. They have queues which consist of the
communication requests from agents.

Choice Manager: Choice Managers(CHMs) manage choice processes on
agents. They observe the threads made from the choice, and decide which
process should be remained.

The relationship among these elements(Agents, CMs,CHMs) is in Fig. 1.

3.2 The Behavior of Agents

States of an Agent: An agent have the variable to store its state. The set
of possible states of agent is {init, wait-CMout, wait-CMin, wait-CHMid, wait-
CHM, wait-Res, done, stopped }.

Tab. 1 describes, in terms of state transition rules, the behavior of the agent.

3.3 The Behavior of CHMs

States of a CHM: CHMs have variables named flag and queue. The variable
flag stores the status of one choice process, suspend means the choice process
is suspended now, try means the choice process is tried to execute, done means
the choice process is executed. The variable queue stores the processes in choice
process that are tried to execute by CMs.

Tab. 2 describes the behavior of the CHM.

3.4 The Behavior of CMs

States of a CM: Each CM has two queues named in-xxx and out-xxx (xxx
means arbitrary strings) The queue store the request from agents according to
the kind of process. div= denotes the process which divides the queue into the first
element and the others.

Tab. 3, 4 describes the behavior of the CM.
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4 Free Processes from Deadlock

The processes with choice are nondeterministic, thus the executions have various
results. Hence, if the executions are in deadlock, it is difficult to find the cause.
In this section, we show why the protocol frees the processes from the deadlock.

To show the freedom from the deadlock, we consider four cases.

1. There is no choice process and the only one paired agents(input and output)
use a channel.

2. There is no choice process and the agents use channels. It means some input
and output agents use the same channel.

3. The first process, which a CHM determine to execute, in the choice process
can be executed.

4. The first process, which a CHM determine to execute, in the choice process
cannot be executed.

Table 1. Transition Rules of an Agent

Rule State Input Process Next State Output Other Actions
R1 init - x[−→y ] wait-CMout Send -

(in, x, −→y , aid, 0, 0)
to CM.

R2 init - x(−→z ) wait-CMin Send -
(out, x, −→z , aid, 0, 0)
to CM.

R3 init - P ≡ wait-CHMid Send The current process
Q + . . . (P, aid) is not changed.

to CHM.
R4 wait-CHMid Get P ≡ wait-CHM - Each process

(Cid) Q + . . . in choice
from CHM. is divided

into one agent
and each agent has
the state wait-CHM.

R5 wait-CHM - x[−→y ] wait-Res Send -
(in, x, −→y , aid, Cid, pid)
to CM.

R6 wait-CHM - x(−→z ) wait-Res Send -
(out, x, −→z , aid, Cid, pid)
to CM.

R7 wait-Res Get x[−→y ] wait-CMout - This thread
(resume) is selected
from CHM. to execute.

R8 wait-Res Get x(−→z ) wait-CMin - This thread
(resume) is selected
from CHM. to execute.

R9 wait-Res Get - stopped - This thread
(stop) is stopped.
from CHM.

R10 wait-CMout Get x[−→y ] init if there - The state done
(output) are more processes means the process
from CM. otherwise done. is finished.

R11 wait-CMin Get x(−→z ) init if there - The state done
(−→v ) are more processes means the process
from CM. otherwise done. is finished.
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Table 2. Transition Rules of an CHM

Rule State Input Next State Output Other Actions
R1 - Get flag = suspend Send Numbering each process.

(P, aid) (Cid)
from Agent. to aid.

R2 flag = suspend Get (aid, pid). flag = try Send yes -
from CM to CM.

R3 flag = try Get queue - -
(aid, pid) = queue
from CM. + (aid, pid)

R4 flag = try Get flag = suspend - -
queue = ∅ (suspend, aid, pid)

from CM.
R5 flag = try Get queue Send -

queue (suspend, aid, pid) = queue’ yes to CM
div→ (aid′, pid′) from CM. + (aid, pid) which sent

+queue’ (aid′, pid′).
R6 flag = try Get flag = done Send -

(executed, aid, pid) (resume) to
from CM. aid with pid

and (stop) to
aid without pid.

R7 flag = done Get (aid, pid) - Send no -
from CM. to CM.

Table 3. Transition Rules of a CM(1)

Rule State Input Next State Output
R1 in-x = ∅ Get out-x -

(out, x, −→z , aid, 0, 0) = out-x
from agent. + (aid, −→z , 0, 0)

R2 out-x = ∅ Get in-x -
(in, x, −→y , aid, 0, 0) = in-x
from agent. + (aid, 0, 0)

R3 in-x 6= ∅ Get in-x = in-x’ Send
in-x (out, x, −→z , aid, 0, 0) (output) to aid

div→ (aid′, 0, 0) from agent. and (−→z ) to aid′.
+ in-x’

R4 out-x 6= ∅ Get out-x = out-x’ Send
out-x (in, x, −→y , aid, 0, 0) (output) to aid′

div→ (aid′, −→z , 0, 0) from agent. and (−→z ) to aid.
+ out-x’

R5 in-x = ∅ Get out-x -
(out, x, −→z , aid, Cid, pid) = out-x
from agent. + (aid, −→z , Cid, pid)

R6 out-x = ∅ Get in-x -
(in, x, −→y , aid, Cid, pid) = in-x
from agent. + (aid, Cid, pid)

R7 in-x 6= ∅ Get Send (aid, pid) to Cid
(out, x, −→z , aid, Cid, pid) and if get yes from Cid then:

in-x from agent. in-x = in-x’ Send
div→ (aid′, 0, 0) (output) to aid

+ in-x’ (−→z ) to aid′

(execute, aid, pid) to Cid.
if get no from Cid then:
Ignore this input. -

R8 out-x 6= ∅ Get Send (aid, pid) to Cid
(in, x, −→y , aid, Cid, pid) and if get yes from Cid then:

out-x from agent. out-x = out-x’ Send
div→ (aid′, −→z , 0, 0) (output) to aid′

+ out-x’ (−→z ) to aid′

(execute, aid, pid) to Cid.
if get no from Cid then:
Ignore this input. -
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Table 4. Transition Rules of an CM(2)

Rule State Input Next State Output
R9 in-x 6= ∅ Get Send (aid, pid) to Cid

(out, x, −→z , aid, Cid, pid) and (aid′, pid′) to Cid′

in-x from agent. and if get yes from Cid and Cid′then:
div→ (aid′, Cid′, pid′) in-x = in-x’ Send

+ in-x’ (output) to aid
(−→z ) to aid′

(execute, aid, pid)
to Cid

(execute, aid′, pid′)
to Cid′.

if get yes from Cid and no from Cid′ then:
in-x = in-x’ -
Apply these rules again.
if get no from Cid and yes from Cid′ then:
Ignore this input. Send

(suspend, aid′, pid′)
to Cid′.

if get no from Cid and Cid′ then:
in-x = in-x’ -
Ignore this input.

R10 out-x 6= ∅ Get Send (aid, pid) to Cid
(in, x, −→y , aid, Cid, pid) and (aid′, pid′) to Cid′

out-x from agent. and if get yes from Cid and Cid′ then:
div→ (aid′, Cid′, pid′) out-x = out-x’ Send

+ out-x’ (output) to aid′

(−→z ) to aid
(execute, aid, pid)

to Cid
(execute, aid′, pid′)

to Cid′.
if get yes from Cid and no from Cid′ then:
out-x = out-x’ -
Apply these rules again.
if get no from Cid and yes from Cid′ then:
Ignore this input. Send

(suspend, aid′, pid′)
to Cid′.

if get no from Cid and Cid′ then:
out-x = out-x’ -
Ignore this input.

R11 in-x 6= ∅ Get Send (aid, pid) to Cid
(out, x, −→z , aid, 0, 0) and if get yes from Cid then:

in-x from agent. in-x = in-x’ Send
div→ (aid′, Cid, pid) (output) to aid

+ in-x’ (−→z ) to aid′.

if get no from Cid then:
in-x = in-x’ -
Apply these rules again.

R12 out-x 6= ∅ Get Send (aid, pid) to Cid
(in, x, −→y , aid, 0, 0) and if get yes from Cid then:

out-x from agent. out-x = out-x’ Send
div→ (aid′, −→z , Cid, pid) (output) to aid′

+ out-x’ (−→z ) to aid.

if get no from Cid then:
out-x = out-x’ -
Apply these rules again.
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Case 1 Let the input process be Ain and the output process Aout. Each process
uses the same link. We consider the process Ain is registered to CMs before
Aout.
1. By R2 in Tab. 3, the id of Ain is registered to in-x. Then, the state of

Ain is changed to wait-CMin by R2 in Tab. 1
2. If Aout is registered to a CM, by R3 in Tab. 3, the value in Aout is output

to the process indicated by the id in the top of in-x. Then, Ain gets the
value from the CM and executes next process by R11 in Tab. 1. The
state of Aout gets the results from the CM and executes next process by
R10 in Tab. 1.

Hence, the process Ain and Aout can communicate each other.
Case 2 Let the nth input and the nth output processes which use the same

channel exist.
1. The mth input processes have already registered to CMs.

a) If m == 1 (the length of in-x is 1) then
This condition is same as the case 1. Hence the communication suc-
ceeds.

b) Assuming that the communications succeed on m == k (the length
of in-x is k) then considering the condition as m == k + 1 (the
length of in-x is k + 1) :

When the condition on m == k + 1,
i. Let the next registered process be the output process.

By R3 in Tab. 3, the value in the output process is sent to the
process indicated by id in in-x. The output process proceeds to
the next process through the state wait-CMout by R10 in Tab.
1. The process, which gets the value by R11 in Tab. 1, proceeds
to the next process.
The process in the top on in-x and the output process commu-
nicates with each other. The length of in-x is changed to m - 1,
that means m == k.

ii. Let the next registered process be the input process.

The length of in-x is changed to m + 1, then the communication
succeeds by the previous case.

Then by the assumption of the induction(b), the communication
succeeds in any cases.

Case 3 We consider about the choice process A1 +A2 + · · ·+An and B1 +B2 +
· · · + Bn.
Let the process A1 be able to communicate with B1 and the process A2 be
able to communicate with B2 and so on. It means the different process uses
a different channel.
The choice process A1 +A2 + · · ·+An is divided into the process A1, A2, . . .
and An and are registered to a CHM, by R3 and R4 in Tab. 1. Each process
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proceeds independently but has the state wait-CHM . The choice process
B1 + B2 + · · · + Bn is done like as the choice process A1 + A2 + · · · + An,
but different CHM.
There are many combination to execute these processes. Before explaining
it, we explain the actions of CHMs.
A CHM gets the processes and commits them to memory (see R1 in Tab. 2).
It does not know the channel in the processes and checks the process which
is requested to execute by CMs (see R2 and R3 in Tab. 2). The requests
means a possibility to use the channel which the process want to use and
the process can be executed if the CHM answers yes. When the CHM gets
the first request, it returns the answer yes(see R2 in Tab. 2). When the
CHM gets the second request or more requests, it store the requests in the
queue and check the head request in the queue if the first request cannot be
executed (see R3, R4 and R5 in Tab. 2).
We consider only the case that the process A1 and B1 can communicate with
each other. However, there are many cases on the communication. These
cases are distinguished by the order of registration to CMs. The kind of
order is as follows:
1. A1 → B1 → the other processes

or
B1 → A1 → the other processes

These cases means the process A1 and B1 registered before the others,
and communicate with each other.
We explain the first case in them.
The process A1 registers to a CM by R5 or R6 in Tab. 3. The process
B1 registers to the CM and the CM requests CHMs to execute A1 and
B1 by R9 or R10 in Tab.4. CHMs answer yes to the CM, because the
requests is the first request for each CHM(see R2 in Tab.2).
The CM allow to communicate A1 and B1 by R9 or R10 in Tab.4 and
CHMs send stop to the others by R6 in Tab.2. The other processes which
get stop the execution.
If the other processes register to a CM (before getting the signal stop),
CHMs answer no to the CM by R7 in Tab.2.

2. Some processes do not include the pair Ai and Bi → A1 → Some
processes do not include the pair to the processes which have already
registered → B1 → the others
or
Some processes do not include the pair Ai and Bi → B1 → Some
processes do not include the pair to the processes which have already
registered → A1 → the others

These cases means the some processes registered before the process A1(or
B1) registering. When the process B1 (or A1) registers to a CM before
the pair to the processes which have already registered registers, The CM
requests to CHMs to execute it and CHMs answer yes to the CM. When
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the CM gets the answer yes, it sends CHMs the signal of execution(see
R9 and R10 in Tab. 4). In this condition, if the pair to the processes
registers to a CM before CHMs get the signal from the CM, the CM
requests to CHMs and the CHM blocks this process(see R4 in Tab. 2).
However, whether this process is blocked by the CHM or not, the process
A1 and B1 communicate with each other. Because the CM has already
sent the signal of execution to CHMs and CHMs send which process
should be executed to Agent (in this case A1 and B1).
In this case CHMs block a process, but it does not generate a dead lock.
Because blocking the process is generated by the determination which
process should be executed. Hence, the blocked process has no chance to
be execute and the block has no influence.

In this case, we consider only two choice processes in which each process
uses a different channel. However, if many choice processes in which each
process uses same channel, they do not generate a dead lock. Because, the
CM considers the processes according to their channel and one CHM manage
one choice process and the CHM blocks a process only if the other process
which is managed by the CHM can communicate.

Case 4 We consider about these choice processes A1 + Am, B1 + Bn.
In this case, we consider the condition that CMs sends CHMs the signal of
suspension(see R9 and R10 in Tab. 4).
Let the process A1 be able to communicate with B1 and the process Am and
Bn be able to communicate other processes(M and N).
If all processes have finished to register CHMs, the condition that CMs sends
CHMs the signal of suspension is generated by the order of requests to CHMs
from CMs and answers from CHMs.
The order is as follows:
The CM sends the requests to execute the pair A1 and B1 Bn and N(see R9
and R10 in Tab. 4). In this condition, if the CHM which manages A1 + A2
arrows to execute A1 and the CHM which manages B1+Bn arrows to execute
Bn, the communication between Bn and N succeed. Then B1 cannot be
executed and the CHM answers no to the CM(see R9 and R10 in Tab. 4).
The CM sends the signal of suspension to the CHM which manages A1 +A2
The CHM removes the process A1 from the queue and waits for new request
from CMs.
In this case, the process A1 blocks other processes in the same choice pro-
cess. However, the process A1 releases the block if the process B1 cannot
communicate.
If the number of the process in one choice process, CHMs consider only the
first process in the queue which stores the requests from CMs. Hence, the
condition is the same as this condition.

We consider the all possible condition and show the freedom from deadlock.
Hence, by using the protocol, we avoid to deadlock in π-calculus.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed a new protocol for multi-threaded processes with
choice written in π-calculus. In the protocol, we have defined the three elements:
agents, Communication Managers(CMs) and Choice Managers(CHMs). Agents
are units of concurrent execution of our concurrent and distributed system. CMs
manage communication requests on channels from agents. CHMs manage choice
processes on agents.

We have shown why the protocol frees the processes from the deadlock. If
the agents have no choice process, any process do not be blocked. Hence, the
deadlock is avoided. If the agents have choice processes, CHMs order the requests
from CMs and manage the block to avoid deadlocks. Hence, the protocol frees
the processes from the deadlock.

One of the future works is to implement the compiler for π-calculus and build
it into any system like as agent systems, distributed object systems and so on.
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